Human motion prediction aims to generate future motions based on the observed human motions. Witnessing the success of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) in modeling the sequential data, recent works utilize RNN to model human-skeleton motion on the observed motion sequence and predict future human motions. However, these methods did not consider the existence of the spatial coherence among joints and the temporal evolution among skeletons, which reflects the crucial characteristics of human motion in spatiotemporal space. To this end, we propose a novel Skeleton-joint Co-attention Recurrent Neural Networks (SC-RNN) to capture the spatial coherence among joints, and the temporal evolution among skeletons simultaneously on a skeleton-joint co-attention feature map in spatiotemporal space. First, a skeleton-joint feature map is constructed as the representation of the observed motion sequence. Second, we design a new Skeleton-joint Co-Attention (SCA) mechanism to dynamically learn a skeleton-joint co-attention feature map of this skeleton-joint feature map, which can refine the useful observed motion information to predict one future motion. Third, a variant of GRU embedded with SCA collaboratively models the human-skeleton motion and human-joint motion in spatiotemporal space by regarding the skeleton-joint co-attention feature map as the motion context. Experimental results on human motion prediction demonstrate the proposed method outperforms the related methods.
INTRODUCTION
W ITH the development of the MOCAP devices 1 , such as Kinect, PS Move and Vicon, capturing humanskeleton motions becomes easy and convenient. At present, more and more MOCAP-based products are emerging in various application areas, such as somatic game, Virtual Reality (VR), and human-machine interactions, etc. One of the key technologies behind these products are the humanskeleton motion analysis. Human-skeleton motion analysis is an interesting topic in the computer vision area, generally including motion synthesis, motion prediction, pose estimation and so on [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . Besides, many researchers have also attempted to understand the human action, interaction and even activity in video by taking the humanskeleton motion as a crucial motion information [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] .
In this work, we focus on the human motion prediction task that aims to generate the future skeleton motions based on the observed skeleton motion sequence captured by the MOCAP. In the early stages, due to the sequentiality and nonlinearity of human motions, researchers utilized various probabilistic models, such as latent variable model [9] , Markov model [3] , [10] , generative model [11] , to predict human motion based on a number of observed human mo- tions. Recently, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [12] , especially Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [13] , and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [14] , has shown remarkable performance in capturing the sequential information compared with traditional methods [15] , [16] , [17] . Therefore, recent RNN-based methods [1] , [18] , [19] used RNN to model the arXiv:1909.13245v2 [cs.CV] 1 Oct 2019 sequential motions over time for addressing the problem of human motion prediction. In above RNN-based motion prediction methods, the direct propagation of motion information only happens between the consecutive frames. Although RNN can predict a satisfactory short-term motion, it weakly predicts one long-term motion only by the motion state updated in the previous frame [20] . To address this problem, a straightforward way is that we can directly propagate all the observed motions into one future frame for predicting the long-term motion in RNN. In other words, we can set all the observed motions as a new motion context, which directly propagates into one future frame in RNN. However, not all observed motions equally contribute to the prediction of one specific future motion. Therefore, Tang et al. [20] presented a temporal attention mechanism (namely skeleton attention) that dynamically learns an attention factor for each observed motion based on their contribution to the prediction of one future motion. In this work, by regarding all the observed motions as the motion context, we utilize RNN with skeleton-attention mechanism to predict future motion.
Moreover, most RNN-based motion prediction methods model human-skeleton motions only in temporal space, which ignore the spatial coherence among human joints in spatial space. For example, in the "walking" action, the swing directions of left(right) arm and right(left) leg are usually consistent with each other in spatial space. Some previous action recognition methods have validated that exploring the spatial dependence among joints and the temporal dependence among skeletons can further improve the performance on human action recognition [21] , [22] . Therefore, we consider exploring the spatial coherence among human joints and temporal evolution among human skeletons simultaneously via an attention mechanism in spatiotemporal space (not a single space).
Motivated by this, we design a new Skeleton-joint Co-Attention (SCA) mechanism to well capture the whole human motion information by learning the skeleton-joint coattention factors of all observed motions in spatiotemporal space, as shown in Figure 1 . We firstly construct a skeletonjoint feature map to represent all the observed motions, in which one row and column indicate a joint-type feature and skeleton-type feature of human motion in the spatial and temporal spaces, respectively. On the skeleton-joint feature map, SCA dynamically learns the skeleton-attention factors of human skeletons in temporal space, and the jointattention factors of human joints in spatial space. At each time step, we can obtain a skeleton-joint co-attention feature map, which refines the useful observed motion corresponding to one future motion by the different attention factors. As we know, in conventional attention models, one feature vector is assigned with an attention factor in a single space, e.g., temporal space. Unlike conventional attention models, in SCA, each element in the skeleton-joint co-attention feature map is assigned with a skeleton-joint co-attention factor (obtained through multiplying a skeleton-attention factor by a joint attention factor) in multiple spaces (i.e., both spatial and temporal spaces) that measures its contribution to the prediction of one future motion in spatiotemporal space.
Based on the designed SCA, we propose a novel Skeleton-joint Co-attention Recurrent Neural Networks (SC-RNN) to simultaneously capture the spatial coherence among joints and the temporal evolution among skeletons on a co-attention feature map in spatiotemporal space. Figure 2 shows the training framework of SC-RNN. Specifically,  SC-RNN models human-skeleton motions and human-joint  motions simultaneously, by regarding the skeleton-joint coattention feature map as a new motion context. And then, the predicted human-skeleton motions and human-joint motions are integrated to predict the future motion by a new spatial confidence gate at each time step. Finally, we propose a new weighted gram-matrix loss to measure the errors between the predicted motion and the ground-truth motion in the model learning. In this work, we conduct experiments on human motion prediction to show the superiority of the proposed SC-RNN compared with the related methods. Over all, the main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel Skeleton-joint Co-attention Recurrent Neural Network (SC-RNN) to simultaneously capture the spatial coherence among joints and the temporal evolution among skeletons in spatiotemporal space.
•
We design a new Skeleton-joint Co-Attention (SCA) mechanism to dynamically refine the observed motion information over time by learning a skeletonjoint co-attention feature map on the observed human motion sequence.
• To learn SC-RNN, we propose a new weighted grammatrix loss that exploits the correlations between two skeletons, which ensures the predicted skeletons with high correlation having the similar location.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some works related to skeleton-based action recognition, and human-skeleton motion prediction. Section 3 introduces the proposed method in details. Experiments are conducted in Section 4, followed by the conclusions in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review some works related to the skeleton-based action recognition and human-skeleton motion prediction.
Skeleton-based Action Recognition
Human action recognition is a long-standing research topic in computer vision and pattern recognition communities, which aims to enable a computer to automatically understand the action performed by people [23] , [24] , [25] . In the task of action recognition, the input data are RGB image or skeleton of each frame. Based on different input data, action recognition can be mainly categorized two classes, i.e., RGB-based action recognition and skeleton-based action recognition. In RGB-based action recognition, the input features are the visual features of RGB-image in each frame [15] , [16] , [26] , [27] , and sometimes they are attached the flow features [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] . In skeleton-based action recognition, the input features are the positions of the skeleton [21] , [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] , [37] . We will mainly focus skeleton-based action recognition in this paper.
As one of the earliest works, Yacoob and Black [38] proposed to model the time-scale and time-shifted activity by Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Subsequently, some researchers proposed various models to learn representations of actions [34] , [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] . For example, since the tracked 3D positions of human joints may be wrong, Wang et al. [34] proposed an "actionlet" ensemble model to learn the representation of each action by capturing the intra-class variance. Shahroudy et al. [41] divided the human motion into several body parts, and proposed a joint sparse regression method to utilize the structured sparsity to model the features from a subset of the body parts.
Recently, Deep neural Network has been employed to learn the more discriminative representations of actions [37] , [43] , [44] , [45] . In particular, as an advantage for handling sequential data with variable length [18] , [46] , Recurrent Neural Networks, including Gated Recurrent Unit, and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), has made impressive progress in skeleton-based action recognition [5] , [6] , [21] , [22] , [33] , [35] , [47] , [48] . One of the most representative works is that Du et al. [6] divided a human body skeleton into five parts, and then fed these five parts into five RNNs. As the number of layers increases, the outputs of multiple RNNs are hierarchically fused, and input to the following RNNs. Besides, Liu et al. [22] , [33] utilized LSTM to model the temporal and spatial dependencies among human motions for better understanding human action in the skeletal data. Likewise, Wang et al. [21] proposed a two-stream RNN (i.e., temporal RNN and spatial RNN) architecture to model temporal motions of skeletons over time and spatial relations among skeleton joints. These methods hold that all human joints contribute equally to the action. In fact, not all human joints are informative for action recognition and some irrelevant joints will bring in noise information. Therefore, Liu et al. [48] utilized an attention mechanism to capture the important human joints, and proposed a global context-aware attention LSTM to model human motion on the human joints with different attention factors.
Human-Skeleton Motion Prediction
Human-skeleton motion prediction aims to generate the future motions based on the observed human motions, which is becoming an attractive topic in the area of computer vision. It motivates a wide spectrum of applications, such as athletic performance analysis, surveillance, manmachine interfaces, somatic game, Virtual Reality (VR), and so on [49] . Generally, the human-skeleton motion data is captured by a MOCAP device, e.g., Kinect, Vicon. At present, there are some human-skeleton motion datasets released on websites, such as H3.6m mocap dataset (H3.6M) [50] , CMU mocap database 2 , In particular, the H3.6M mocap dataset is the largest-Scale and available human skeleton dataset for evaluating human skeleton prediction.
In the early stage, since human motion is sequential and nonliner over time, some researchers utilized various probabilistic models, e.g., latent variable model [9] , Markov model [3] , [10] , generative model [11] , and Gaussian process dynamical model [51] , to predict the future human motion sequence based on the historical human motions. For example, Taylor et al. [11] proposed non-linear generative model to utilize an undirected model with binary latent variables and real-valued "visible" variables to represent joint angles. Lehrmann et al. [3] proposed a non-parametric and nonlinear Markov model instead of simple Markov models for flexibly inferring future motions. 2 . http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu/ Recently, witnessing the powerful ability of RNN in the action recognition task, some researchers proposed various variants of RNN to model the human-skeleton motion based on an observed motion sequence [1] , [18] , [19] , [52] , which outperformed conventional methods on the motion prediction task. Fragkiadaki et al. [18] first employ RNN model to address the problem of human motion predictions. The authors proposed an Encoder-Recurrent-Decoder (ERD) model to encode and decode human motions by incorporating nonlinear encoder and decoder networks before and after recurrent layers. However, ERD is prone to accumulate errors, and quickly produces unrealistic human motion, though an added noise scheduling can reduce such errors to some extend. Subsequently, Martinez et al. [1] embedded the residual module in the single-layer GRU architecture to model first-order motion derivatives. One limitation is that these methods pay no attention to the dependence of some joints in the spatial space. In fact, two neighboring joints in a frame usually have the coherent motion direction. Based on this, Jain et al. [19] extend a spatio-temporal graph to a structural RNN, in which each node denotes a human joint, and the adjacency of graph between two nodes (joints) describe the dependence of two joints. This motivates us to model human motions in both the spatial and temporal spaces.
The above RNN-based human motion prediction methods use the last motion and the current input motion to decide the future motion, this may be bring in noise motion information when the last motion is a sudden motion that is not consistent with the previous motions, or the last motion is not inaccurate enough. Therefore, Tang et al. [20] considered using all historical motions instead of the last motion to predict the next motion in the RNN model. Specifically, they presented an attention mechanism to assign all useful historical motions with different attention factors based on their contributions to prediction of the next motion. Inspired by this, we further consider embedding the attention mechanism into RNN to model human motions in both of the spatial and temporal spaces.
METHODOLOGY

Background and Idea
Let x t denote a representation of the human-skeleton motion in frame t and {x t } T t=1 denote an observed humanskeleton sequence S, as shown in Table 1 , the goal of humanskeleton motion prediction is to generate the future humanskeleton motion {x t } T t =1 close to the ground-truth skeleton motion {x t } T t=1 as much as possible. Some conventional works [1] , [18] utilized Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to predict human motionx t +1 at the future time step (t + 1) by the last motion state h t −1 and the last predicted motioñ x t , as follows,x
The final motion state and human motion x T of observed human motions are denoted by h 0 andx 0 when predicting the skeleton motionx 1 . If there is a sudden motion in the last time step, the normal motion information will be disturbed or some noise 
Index of the future motion sequence. xt Observed skeleton sequence at historical time step t.
Skeleton-joint co-attention feature map covering {1, · · · , T, t }.
information will be brought in. Therefore, we can use all historical motion information to predict the future motioñ x t +1 by RNN [20] , i.e.,
where Attention(·) indicates an attention mechanism that computes the attention factors of all historical skeletons in the temporal space. Different historical motions are weighted by the different attention factors due to their contributions to the prediction of future motion at time step (t + 1). In the other words, the more important skeleton motion will be assigned the larger attention factor. However, the learning model in Eq. (2) ignores the spatial coherence among joints in the spatial space. For example, two neighboring joints in the spatial space usually have the similar motion direction. Therefore, we design a new Spatiotemporal Co-Attention (SCA) mechanism to compute the spatial-attention factors and the temporalattention factors corresponding to joints in the spatial space and skeletons in the temporal space, respectively. The learning model of Eq. (3) can be embedded with SCA as follows,
Based on this, we propose a novel Spatiotemporal Coattention Recurrent Neural Networks (SC-RNN) to capture the spatial coherence among joints and the temporal evolution among skeletons simultaneously by utilizing all useful historical motion information as the motion context. SC-RNN mainly consists of a Spatial Attention GRU, a Temporal Attention GRU, a spatial confidence gate, and a weighted gram matrix-based loss, as shown in Figure 2 . The details of SC-RNN will be introduced in the following sections.
Skeleton-joint Co-attention Attention (SCA)
In this work, a human motion x t at time step t is represented by the human skeleton at this time step by concatenating the 3D location parameters of all K joints in the angle axis. For one observed human motion sequence S = {x t ∈ R d } T t=1 , we can define a skeleton-joint feature map F ∈ R d×T (where d = 3 × K) covering all the historical time steps {1, · · · , T }, as follows,
where F (:,j) denotes the j-th column of F. One row and column of F indicates a joint-type feature and skeleton-type feature of human motion in the spatial and temporal spaces, respectively.
As mentioned before, one long-term motion at the future time step can be well predicted by the current motion information, as well as all the observed motion information (i.e., motion context). However, not all observed skeleton motions equally contribute to the prediction of the motion at one future time step. If one observed motion is considerably consistent with one future motion, it could contribute a lot to predicting this future motion, and should be integrated into the motion context with a larger degree. Therefore, how to measure the consistency between an observed motion x t and the future motionx t is the key. Inspired by the attention models in previous works [20] , [53] , we adopt an attention mechanism to measure the consistency between the observed skeleton motion F (:,j) and the predicted skeleton-motion state h t −1 ∈ R d at time step (t − 1), sincẽ x t is unknown. Specifically, the skeleton-attention module of Skeleton-joint Co-Attention (SCA) in temporal space is formulated as follows,
where τ 1 is a temperature parameter of the softmax function [53] , ϕ is a hyperbolic tangent, i.e., tanh(·), the superscript notation T is the transposition operator of a vector/matrix, U e * is the weight matrix, w e is a weight vector, and b e is a bias vector. After obtaining the skeleton-attention factor α e j , the skeleton-attention feature map F t a and skeleton-attention feature h t a (i.e., the skeleton motion context) at time step t can be calculated as follows, F t a (:,j) = α e j · F (:,j) ;
F t a (:,j) .
By integrating the skeleton motion context h a , a new skeleton-attention network is formulated as follows,
where z t , r t , c t , and h t ∈ R d are the update gate, reset gate, memory, and skeleton motion state at time step t respectively, σ(·) is a sigmoid function, denotes the element-wise product, ϕ(·) is a hyperbolic tangent tanh(·), W e * x and W e * h are weight matrices, and b * is bias vector. Figure 3 shows the detailed architecture of skeletonattention network.
Empirically, for the k-th joint covering the time steps {1, · · · , T, t }, its motion is coherent to some other joints with different degrees in spatial space, Such as, the coherent motions of leg joint and hand joint in a "walking". Therefore, it is crucial for measuring the coherence between the k-th joint motion and its neighboring joints. Similar to skeleton-attention module, we also adopt an attention mechanism to measure the coherence degree of the k-th joint motion and the l-th joint motion covering the time steps {1, · · · , T, t }, where l = 1, 2, · · · , K, and l = k. Specifically, we first define a skeleton-joint feature feature map F t ∈ R d×(T +1) covering the time steps {1, · · · , T, t }, i.e., F t [F, h t ], t = 1, 2, · · · , T ,
where h t is obtained by the skeleton-attention network. Subsequently, the joint-attention module of SCA can be expressed as below,
where 1 ∈ R T +1 denotes a vector with all elements being set to 1, and we set k * = 3 × (k − 1) + * , l * = 3 × (l − 1) + * , * = 1, 2, 3, M t k = [F t (k1,:) ; F t (k2,:) ; F t (k3,:) ], and M t l = [F t (l1,:) ; F t (l2,:) ; F t (l3,:) ] for brevity. A joint-attention factor α k l of the l-th joint corresponding to the k-th joint can be computed as below,
where τ 2 is a temperature parameter of softmax. For the k-th joint, if we obtain {α k l } K l=1,l =k , we can compute a skeleton-joint co-attention feature map F t co of F t of the skeleton attention feature map F t a in spatiotemporal space, i.e.,
where l = 1, · · · , K, and l = k. In this way, each element F t co(i,j) (j = 1, 2, · · · , T ) is assigned with a skeleton-joint attention factor, where one skeleton-joint attention factor is obtained through multiplying a skeleton-attention factor by a joint attention factor. Then the co-attention motion context O t k of the k-th joint covering the time steps {1, 2, · · · , T, t } can be calculated as follows
Similar to the skeleton-attention network, we can formulate a spatial-attention network to learn the humanjoint motion state Q t s by integrating the co-attention motion context O t s in a sequence {1, 2, · · · , s, · · · , S},
where M t s , Z t s , R t s , C t s , and Q t s are the input joint motion, update gate, reset gate, memory, and the joint motion state, respectively. s is the index of in a pre-defined travel-based joint sequence Ω = {1, 2, · · · , s, · · · , S} [22] . Intuitively, we can predefine the spatial joint sequence according the ID number of the joint and update all joints by Eq. (17)∼(20), namely ID-based sequence. However, such joint sequence did not consider the joint structure.
' t In some previous works [22] , [54] , the traveling-based and surrounding-based joint sequences are better to describe the human body structure, and achieve the better performance compared with the traditional ID-based sequence in terms of action recognition. Therefore, we also adopt the traveling-based and surrounding-based sequences in this work. Specifically, the traveling-based and surroundingbased sequences are drawn in Figure 4 , where the travelingbased and surrounding-base sequences are {9, 8, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 5, 6, 7, 6, 5, 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 10, 9, 15, 15, 17, 16, 15, 9, 12, 13, 14, 13, 12, 9}, and {9, 15, 16, 17, 16, 15, 9, 8, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 5, 6, 7, 6, 5, 1, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 13, 12, 9, 10, 11, 10 , 9}, respectively.
Skeleton-joint Co-Attention GRU (SC-GRU)
Till now, we can integrate the skeleton-attention network and joint-attention network into a Skeleton-joint Coattention GRU (SC-GRU), namely a GRU version of the proposed SC-RNN 3 . Figure 3 shows the architecture of SC- 3 . The other versions of SC-RNN (such as SC-RNN, SC-LSTM) can be easily formulated in the same way.
GRU. In SC-GRU, at time step t , we first obtain the skeleton motion state h t based on the human skeletons, and then update each joint to obtain Q t k in spatiotemporal space. Finally, the predicted motionx t +1 at time step (t + 1) can be expressed asx
where h joint t = [Q t 1 (:,end) ; Q t 2 (:,end) ; · · · ; Q t K (:,end) ]. γ t is a spatial confidence gate at time step t , which is activated by the difference between the predicted joint motion state h joint t and the input joint motion m joint t = [M t 1 (:,end) ; M t 2 (:,end) ; · · · ; M t K (:,end) ], as follows
where χ(θ) = 1 exp(ρθ 2 ) is an element-wise activation function, ρ is a parameter to control the bandwidth of the activation function. In Eq. (22) , if the obtained joint motion state differs from the input joint motion state, the former has a lower confidence, and will be suppressed in the updating of the predicted motionx t +1 in Eq. (21).
Weighted gram-matrix loss
On the top of the SC-GRU, there is a loss function to measure the difference between the predicted motion and the ground-truth motion. Conventional methods [1] , [18] , [19] usually adopt Mean Square Error (MSE) as the loss function to minimize the errors between the predicted motion and ground truth in the model learning. However, MSE treats all predicted motions independently, which ignores the relation between motions at different time steps, and causes motion inconsistency to some extent. Recently, a gram-matrix loss instead of MSE is proposed to produce highly correlated human motion in temporal space [20] . However, it only considers the correlation between motions in two consecutive frames. Therefore, we extend the gram-matrix loss to a new weighted gram-matrix loss, as follows
where G (x t ) and G (x t ) are gram matrices corresponding tox t andx t , respectively, defined as
In Eq. (24) and (25), I ∈ R T ×T is a coefficient matrix to measure the correction between two skeleton motions at different time steps, i.e.,
where τ is a parameter of the RBF kernel.
EXPERIMENTS
We conduct experiments on human motion prediction to evaluate the performance of the proposed SC-RNN compared with the state-of-the-art methods.
Dataset
Following previous works [1] , [20] , we select the H3.6m mocap dataset (H3.6M) [50] to evaluate the performance of the proposed SC-RNN in the experiments. H3.6M is the largest available human-skeleton motion dataset captured, which is appropriate for training deep network with a huge number of parameters. It includes 15 actions are performed by seven different actors, i.e., "directions", "discussion", "eating", "greeting", "phoning", "posing", "purchases", "sitting", "sittingdown", "smoking", "takingphoto", "waiting", "walking", "walkingdog", and "walkingtogether". Some actions are periodic actions, e.g., "walking", and the other ones are non-periodic, e.g., "taking photo". For each action, actor, and camera viewpoint, there are two video sequences, each of which has 3000 ∼ 5000 frames. Each human-skeleton sequence records the 3D locations of 32 joints at each frame. Since many of joints are very close in the 3D angle axis, we select 17 representative joints of each skeleton, which provide enough details of human motion.
Experimental Setting
For fair comparison, following setting in [1] , [18] , [19] , five actors' motions are selected for testing, while the rest ones for training. Each human joint is represented by a threedimensional location vector in the 3D angle axis [11] . Thus a human skeleton at one time step is represented by concatenating all locations of all joints. For each human-skeleton sequence, we take two seconds of motion as the observed ones to predict the future 400ms and 1000ms motion for short-term and long-term motion prediction, respectively. Following the evaluation in previous works [1] , [19] , [20] , we adopt the Mean Angle Error (MAE) as the evaluation criteria, which measure the Euclidean distance between the predicted joints and its ground-truth in the 3D angle axis.
In the configuration of SC-RNN, the number of memory cell nodes is set to 1024. We use PyTorch toolbox and a NVIDIA Tesla K20 GPU to run the experiments. The learning rate, decay rate, momentum and batch size are set to 0.5 × 10 −3 , 0.95, 0.9 and 32, respectively.
In SA-GRU, we introduced traveling-based sequence and surrounding-based sequences, as shown in Figure 4 . These two sequences have shown the competitive performance in the task of human action recognition [22] , [54] . For the task of human motion prediction, we firstly explore the better sequence strategy by conducting the experiments based on three sequences, namely ID-based sequence, traveling-based sequence and surrounding-based sequences. The compared results are reported in Table 2 . It can be seen that the SC-RNN with traveling-based sequence achieves the best performance. Since two neighboring joints have the consistent motion direction, the adjacency information between any the two neighboring joints in the travelingbased will be better maintained. In the following experiments, SC-RNN is selected the traveling-based sequence by default.
Ablation studies
To illustrate the novelty of SC-RNN, we conduct ablation studies between SC-RNN and baseline methods. 1) SC-RNN w/o SCA: it throws away the Skeleton-joint Coattention Attention (SCA) in SC-RNN. 2) SC-RNN w/o skeleton attention: it throws away the skeleton-attention module, namely {α e j } T j=1 are setting to 1. 3) SC-RNN w/o joint attention: it throws away the joint-attention module, namely {α k l } K l=1,l =k are setting to 1. Table 3 shows the average MAE of the proposed SC-RNN compared with the baselines on all 15 actions in the H3.6M dataset. we can see that SC-RNN outperforms all baseline methods. Specifically, "SC-RNN w/o skeleton attention" and "SC-RNN w/o joint attention" improve performance of "SC-RNN w/o SCA" without attention mechanism to some extent. In particular, the MAE achieved by "SC-RNN w/o skeleton attention" is comparable to "SC-RNN w/o joint attention", where both of them adopt the attention mechanism in a single space. SC-RNN with SCA in spatiotemporal space outperforms "SC-RNN w/o skeleton attention" and "SC-RNN w/o joint attention" embedded with the "single-attention" module in a single space. Overall, it can be concluded that SCA mechanism is more effective than a "single-attention" mechanism in modeling human motions. Fig. 5 . Some visualized results of the motion prediction for all 15 actions. In each group, the first and the second rows are the observed motion and the ground-truth human motions, respectively; and the 3rd-7th rows are the human motion predicted by ERD [18] , LSTM-3LR [18] , Res-GRU [1] , MHU [20] and the proposed SC-RNN, respectively. For better view, please see ×3 original color PDF. This figure is followed by Figure 6 .
Comparison with the competitive methods
To illustrate the superiority of the proposed SC-RNN, we compare SC-RNN with several related methods, including Encoder-Recurrent-Decoder (ERD) [18] , 3-Layer Long Short-Term Memory cells) (LSTM-3LR) [18] , Residual Gated Recurrent Unit (Res-GRU) [1] , and Modified High-way Unit (MHU) [20] . Table 3 shows the MAEs achieved by different methods on the H3.6M dataset. If can be seen that SC-RNN performs better than the alternatives, especially ERD and LSTM-3LR. In particular, SC-RNN has gained about 0.8 reduction compared with the MHU in terms of the longterm (1000ms) human motion prediction. This illustrates that SC-RNN is more effective than the other methods for predicting the future motion based on the observed human motion sequence.
We also compare the MAEs obtained by different meth-ods on each human action in the H3.6M dataset, as shown in Table 2 . SC-RNN achieves lowest MAE on most of the human actions. We can see that: 1) for the "eating" action, all the methods achieves satisfactory performance; 2) for the "posing" action, the MAEs on the long-term (1000ms) achieved by all methods are larger than 2.5, since the motions of different persons are largely diverse from each other; 3) for the "greeting" action, the proposed SC-RNN makes significant improvement than the other methods, since SC-RNN explores the spatial coherence among joints, which is crucial for modeling the human motion with large variation of the arm and leg motions. Although SC-RNN does not achieve the lowest MAE on the "posing" action, it Fig. 6 . Some visualized results of the motion prediction for all 15 actions. In each group, the first and the second rows are the observed motion and the ground-truth human motions, respectively; and the 3rd-7th rows are the human motion predicted by ERD [18] , LSTM-3LR [18] , Res-GRU [1] , MHU [20] and the proposed SC-RNN, respectively. For better view, please see ×3 original color PDF. This figure follows Figure 5 .
is comparable to the state-of-the-art method (MHU).
We also qualitatively compare the proposed SC-RNN with the state-of-the-art methods, as shown in Figure 5 . SC-RNN generates the authentic motions for these actions, most of which are pretty closely to the ground-truth motions. For the human motions generated by ERD, LSTM-3LR, and Res-GRU, some details are not accurate compared with the ground truth, such as leg joints in the "eating" action. Since MHU considers all observed motions as motion context to predict the human motion, it can generate more reliable motions than ERD and LSTM-3LR. SC-RNN can predict motions with high accuracy in some details. For example, in the "greeting" action, the locations of two hands predicted by SC-RNN are more accurate than MHU in the long-term (1000ms) motion prediction.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, for human motion prediction, we propose a novel Skeleton-joint Co-attention Recurrent Neural Networks (SC-RNN) to simultaneously capture the spatial coherence among joints and the temporal evolution among skeletons on a co-attention feature map, by utilizing all useful historical motion information as the motion context. The architecture of the proposed SC-RNN has three advantages. First, a new Skeleton-joint Co-Attention (SCA) is designed to dynamically learn a co-attention feature map on the skeleton-joint feature map of all the observed motions over time, which can refine the useful observed motion information by the different skeleton-joint attention factors. Second, a Skeleton-joint Co-attention GRU (SC-GRU) embedded with SCA is proposed to model human-joint motions and human-skeleton motions simultaneously in spatiotemporal space. Third, a new weighted gram-matrix loss is presented to train the SC-GRU model in spatiotemporal space. Experimental results on human motion prediction well demonstrate that the proposed SC-RNN outperforms the related methods.
